1. Regulation of immune balance {#sec0005}
===============================

The immune system is at its rudimentary level divided in an innate and adaptive part. Innate immune responses can be mounted by virtually all nucleated cells in the body and are critical for anti-microbial defense [@bib0005], [@bib0010]. Besides being crucial in various non-immune cells, the innate responses are particularly developed in several key innate immune cells from myeloid origin (such as monocytes, macrophages (MΦ), dendritic cells (DC), mast cells, neutrophils, basophils, eosinophils), and natural killer cells from lymphoid origin [@bib0005], [@bib0010]. The innate response is mounted very rapidly (within hours) and lasts for about four days until the adaptive response by T and B cells is engaged. This innate response is critical for initial survival and controlling infection until the slower but specific adaptive response has been mounted. Moreover, innate immune cells create a cytokine milieu which facilitates the activation of the adaptive response [@bib0015]. The innate immune compartment includes various biologically important sensors and effector components to detect and limit microbial infection, respectively [@bib0020]. The importance of these systems for microbial control is underpinned by the fact that almost all currently circulating pathogens have developed multiple strategies to circumvent these cellular recognition and innate immunity branches [@bib0025].

Correct spatio-temporal regulation of immune signaling is critical to adequately respond to pathogen infection, while preventing auto-immunity and hyper-inflammatory disease [@bib0030], [@bib0035]. At the inter-cellular level this balance is for an important part determined by how different cell types communicate through cytokines and cell--cell interactions. At the intra-cellular level in all these various cell types lay complex, interconnected cell signaling networks which in turn are controlled in a dynamic fashion by positively and negatively regulating molecular complexes.

As for all cellular signaling, the formation, activity, localization and stability of these intra-cellular communication hubs are controlled by post-translational modifications. In that regard, phosphorylation plays an abundant, critical role in virtually all stages of immune cell signaling. Additionally, in recent years it has become clear that also conjugation with the post-translational modifier ubiquitin is wide-spread and essential for positive and negative immune signaling and hence maintaining immune balance [@bib0040].

2. Ubiquitin-mediated immune regulation {#sec0010}
=======================================

Ubiquitin is a 8.5 kDa protein, which can be covalently attached through its highly conserved C-terminal di-glycine motif onto lysines in target proteins by an isopeptide bond [@bib0045]. This ubiquitination takes place in an orchestrated fashion ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}a): (i) ubiquitin is conjugated to a cysteine residue of an E1 activating enzyme through a thioester bond, (ii) is subsequently transferred to an E2 conjugating enzyme by thioester bond, to (iii) ultimately be transferred to the targeted substrate lysine through the action of an E3 ligating enzyme.Fig. 1(a) Overview of ubiquitin conjugation by RING E3 ligases such as TRIM proteins. After ubiquitin activation by the E1 enzyme, ubiquitin is covalently attached to an E2 conjugase through a thio-ester bond. Subsequently, the TRIM E3 ligases bind this E2 complex through their RING domain, while determining specificity by associating with the ubiquitination target often through one of its C-terminal domains. This brings the ubiquitin-loaded E2 in close proximity to the intended target, after which the ubiquitin moiety is directly transferred to a lysine residue in the target protein by an isopeptide bond. Subsequently, additional ubiquitins can be conjugated onto internal lysines in ubiquitin or its N-terminal methionine (M1). The same ubiquitin chains can also be synthesized without being covalently coupled to their targets (unanchored ubiquitin chains). (b) Overview of the domain organization of TRIM family members.

The most numerous class of E3 ligases -- RING E3s -- facilitates the transfer of ubiquitin directly from the E2 conjugase onto the target protein [@bib0050]. The number of enzymes involved in ubiquitin transfer follows a pyramid-like shape: ∼1--3 E1 activating enzymes, ∼30--35 E2 conjugating enzymes, and \>600 E3 ligases [@bib0055]. This distribution fits the notion that E3 ligases are the main determinants of target specificity [@bib0045].

What makes ubiquitin-mediated regulation stand out from other post-translational modifications is that ubiquitin itself can be ubiquitinated and form poly-ubiquitin chains. Ubiquitin has itself seven internal lysines (K6, K11, K23, K27, K33, K48, K63) on which different chain types can be formed, in addition to head-to-tail linear (M1) ubiquitin chains. In the case of RING E3s, the chain type is predominantly determined by the associated E2 enzyme [@bib0045].

Taken together, ubiquitin has nine different forms by which it can modify targets proteins: as a single ubiquitin moiety or eight different chain types. Each of these different ubiquitin chain constellations can alter various different characteristics of their target proteins, ranging from stability, to sub-cellular localization and activation status. This provides a highly dynamic and versatile platform to regulate cell signaling as the conjugated "Ub-code" can be read-out by different cellular protein complexes containing Ub-binding molecules and effector molecules such as *e.g.* kinases or proteases [@bib0045]. Hence, the same Ub chain type on distinct proteins can differentially affect the characteristics of these molecules.

Functionally, K48 and K63-linked poly-ubiquitin chains are the best characterized; proteins covalently modified with K48-linked poly-ubiquitin are targeted for proteasomal degradation, whereas proteins covalently modified with K63-linked poly-ubiquitin, in general, become functionally activated. It is important to point out that the study of most other types of poly-ubiquitin chains has been complicated by the lack of poly-ubiquitin chain-type-specific reagents. The importance of the ubiquitination process in immune signaling is also highlighted by the fact that many viruses have acquired methods to counteract the immune response by inhibiting the ubiquitin system [@bib0060].

In addition to the above described covalently attached poly-ubiquitin chains, in recent years increasing evidence has accumulated indicating that also unanchored poly-ubiquitin chains can have important activating functions [@bib0065], [@bib0070], [@bib0075]. The variety of modifications and effects of the ubiquitination system is further increased by the presence of several ubiquitin-like (Ubl) molecules. Although their primary structures are often only distantly homologous to ubiquitin, structural studies have shown that all Ubls adopt a ubiquitin-like fold highly reminiscent of ubiquitin itself. Like ubiquitin, Ubls are covalently conjugated to lysine residues on target proteins through a conserved Ubl C-terminal motif, thereby altering their target\'s properties in various ways [@bib0045].

Similar to the ubiquitin conjugation machinery, other Ubls are conjugated through an E1--E2--E3 system. In most reported cases, the E1 and E2 enzymes are specific for one Ubl-type, whereas certain E3s functionally conjugate more than one Ubl. It is not uncommon that this switch in Ubl conjugation is part of a regulatory mechanism to alter its target\'s characteristics [@bib0080].

The major Ubls which have been implemented in affecting immune regulation pathways are ISG15, SUMO, and NEDD8 [@bib0085], [@bib0090], [@bib0095], [@bib0100], [@bib0105], [@bib0110]. Similar to ubiquitin, SUMO and NEDD8 have the reported ability to forms polymeric chains, although their relevance *in vivo* and how well-spread their involvement in various biological processes is remains to be determined in more detail [@bib0115], [@bib0120], [@bib0125].

3. The tripartite motif (TRIM) E3 ligase family {#sec0015}
===============================================

In recent years, an increasing number of studies have implicated the E3 ligase family of tripartite motif (TRIM) proteins in regulation of immune signaling and conferring direct anti-viral activity [@bib0130], [@bib0135], [@bib0140]. These proteins derive their name from their common N-terminal tripartite RBCC motif consisting of a RING domain, one or two BBox domains and a coiled-coil domain. Based on their variable C-terminal domains, they have been classified into eleven different sub-groups ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}b). In line with important functions in immune regulation, many TRIMs have been reported to be interferon (IFN)-inducible ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"} ) [@bib0130], [@bib0145]. Moreover, a substantial number of TRIM genes are organized in gene clusters, of which especially the short arm of chromosome 6 stands out to harbor an array of recognized antiviral and immune-regulatory TRIMs ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 2Chromosomal location of human TRIM genes. TRIM proteins induced by influenza virus infection [@bib0130] or IFN stimulation [@bib0145] are indicated with orange circles and yellow stars, respectively.

Several TRIMs have been recognized as critical intrinsic antiviral restriction factors by directly acting as antiviral effector molecules. The best studied antiviral TRIM, is the alpha isoform of TRIM5, which has been under heavy positive selection pressure [@bib0150]. Functional studies have shown that TRIM5α can directly target components of retro- and lentiviral life cycles to confer antiviral effects by ubiquitin-dependent and -independent means [@bib0155], [@bib0160], [@bib0165], [@bib0170], and may confer species-specific restriction. For example, while human TRIM5α restricts murine leukemia virus infection, it does not prevent HIV-1 infection [@bib0175]. In contrast, Old World monkey TRIM5α restricts infection with HIV-1, while being ineffective against infection with its simian counterpart SIV [@bib0180], [@bib0185]. In addition, to restriction of retroviruses, several other TRIMs have been reported to confer antiviral activity against members of most major virus families [@bib0190]. However, as recently discussed the biological relevance of some of these overexpression-based studies will need to be established *in vivo* [@bib0195].

TRIM proteins are defined by the presence of an N-terminal RBCC tripartite motif ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}b), yet members of the family exist which lack one or more of these RBCC domains. Nevertheless, these "TRIM-like" proteins generally share their C-terminal domain layout with other members of their respective TRIM sub-group. Importantly, analysis of alternatively spliced TRIM mRNAs has indicated that for over a third of all TRIMs isoforms may be expressed lacking at least one of the RBCC domains. These data suggest that the pool of functional TRIM protein forms may be 2--3 times larger than the mere number of TRIM genes. Moreover, it indicates that the TRIM family is seemingly more defined by having at least a partial RBCC in combination with one of the eleven C-terminal domain constellations. Also functionally, various "TRIM-like" members have reported immune regulatory functions similar to their full-RBCC relatives (discussed below). For that reason, we use the TRIM designation for all family members.

The functional core of the RING domain is a Cys~3~-His-Cys~4~ zinc finger, which binds two zinc cations. The RING domain is a well-known docking site for E2 conjugases in E3 ligase enzymes. Hence, a substantial number of the TRIM family members have been demonstrated to confer E3 ligase activity for ubiquitin or UbLs, such as SUMO, ISG15 and NEDD8. However, the E3 potential of many TRIMs and their relevance for cell biology remains to be experimentally demonstrated.

All TRIM proteins contain a BBox2 domain, while some also contain a BBox1 domain which differs in its spacing of zinc-binding residues. Both BBox types are zinc-finger structures highly similar to the RING domain, and the PHD domain found in the C-terminus of group VI TRIMs [@bib0200], [@bib0205]. Although mutations in TRIM BBoxes have been associated with auto-immune diseases in humans, very little is known about their structural and functional roles in cellular regulation. As a result of the high resemblance of BBoxes to RING domains, it has been suggested that BBoxes could in some TRIMs provide an E2 binding site similar to RINGs and thereby confer E3 ligase activity to RINGless TRIMs. In support of this notion, recent work demonstrated that RINGless TRIM16 confers ubiquitin E3 ligase activity *in vitro* [@bib0210]. In addition to this ubiquitin-dependent function, ubiquitin-independent functions have been described for TRIM BBoxes, such as for TRIM20 to keep the ASC inflammasome adaptor in an auto-inhibited state [@bib0215], and for TRIM14 where it may fulfill an scaffolding role in MAVS-mediated signaling [@bib0220].

Several TRIM proteins have been reported to form homo-dimers, which in most cases is required for their biological function and the formation of sub-cellular bodies [@bib0225]. The coiled-coil (CC) domain is necessary and sufficient for oligomerization of TRIM proteins [@bib0225], [@bib0230], [@bib0235]. Although predominantly the formation of TRIM homo-oligomers has been reported, systematic studies have revealed that TRIM hetero-oligomers can be formed at least experimentally, potentially adding to the diversification of their biological functions [@bib0210], [@bib0240].

The C-terminal domains found in TRIM proteins are diverse. The most prominent C-terminal TRIM domain is the PRY-SPRY domain (also known as B30.2), which is present in members of the most numerous TRIM sub-group IV ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}b). The number of TRIMs bearing this domain expanded and evolved rapidly in recent evolution. The reported functions of the PRY-SPRY domain are diverse, yet predominantly this domain mediates protein-interactions [@bib0190]. In most instances this protein-interaction entails binding of ubiquitination targets and determining E3 ligase specificity as discussed for individual TRIMs in detail below. Moreover, the PRY-SPRY domain is critical for the direct antiviral restriction activity of certain TRIMs such as TRIM5α [@bib0245].

In addition to direct antiviral effectors, various TRIM proteins have been recognized as important immune signaling mediators. Although all non-plant, multi-cellular eukaryotes have TRIM genes, their number dramatically expanded relatively recently in evolution with the split-off of jawed vertebrates ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"} ). Since this TRIM expansion shows striking parallels with the development of innate and adaptive immune traits it has been speculated that the TRIM family may have expanded to provide regulatory mechanisms for the increasingly complex immune system.Fig. 3Number of TRIM genes plotted for organisms representative of various evolutionary stages. TRIM genes likely to have arisen in a species specific manner after split-off from a common ancestor are indicated in lighter color. Hallmarks in immune system evolution are indicated at the tree branch point where they were introduced in a common ancestor.

4. TRIM family evolution {#sec0020}
========================

Lower invertebrates ranging from flies to organisms such as sea squirts (invertebrate) and lampreys (jawless vertebrate), have in general a relative low number of TRIM genes (5--10; [Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}). However, certain exceptions of species with higher TRIM gene content have been identified, which may have resulted from genetic duplications in those species, independently from the gene sets in common ancestors. Phylogenetic analyses have indicated that the relative high TRIM gene number in *e.g.* the nematode *C. elegans* with 18 TRIM genes (*vs.* 6--10 in the fruit fly and sea squirt) may have arisen from a species-specific multiplication [@bib0250].

Jawless fish such as lampreys have still relatively low numbers of TRIM genes, yet all jawed fish and mammals have expanded families of \>60 TRIM genes. TRIMs have been under heavy selection pressure in various fish species, similar to TRIM5 in humans and monkeys, indicating that they may play important, fish-specific roles in anti-microbial defense [@bib0255], [@bib0260]. This is underpinned by the notion that puffer fish have 66 TRIM genes (similar to mammals), whereas zebra fish have over 200 TRIM genes [@bib0255], [@bib0265], the antimicrobial function of which remains to be determined.

Phylogenetic analysis of the puffer fish and zebra fish genomes has indicated that despite their high number of TRIMs, only ∼30 of them have counterparts in mammals [@bib0255]. This suggests that although the main TRIM classes were already present in the common ancestor of fish and tetrapods, various fish-specific TRIMs have evolved from them independently of mammalian TRIM evolution [@bib0255].

Interestingly, the chicken genome only holds 37 TRIM genes [@bib0250], even though they are evolutionary closer to mammals than fish. Analyses on other avian species are sparse, and it is thus difficult to say whether chicken have an aberrantly low number of TRIM genes compared to mammals or whether other avian species have a TRIM gene count of 30--40 similar to what may have been in the common ancestor of fish and tetrapods, suggesting that two TRIM expansions may have occurred in evolution: one at the rise of jawed vertebrates from ∼10 to ∼30 TRIMs, and a second one independently for fish and mammals: from ∼30 TRIMs in the common ancestor to ∼60--70 in puffer fish and mammals, and \>200 in fish with larger genomes such as zebra fish.

The evolution and expansion of the TRIM family has striking parallels with the evolution of the adaptive immune system, as well as the type I IFN (IFN-I) system [@bib0150], [@bib0270]. Since many members of the TRIM family have been implicated in regulation of the IFN-I system, it is not inconceivable that these protein families may have in part co-evolved. In fact, plotting of the TRIM gene numbers in species representing various stages of eukaryotic evolution suggests that the increases in TRIM genes shows several similarities with the rapid evolution of the IFN system ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}). One example of these similarities is the expansion of the ancestors of the IFN regulatory factors (IRF) -which in vertebrates drive the transcription of IFNs. Although ancestral IRFs were already present in early invertebrates, their number rapidly expanded and evolved under heavy positive selection from a common ancestor to the jawed vertebrates similar to TRIMs ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}) [@bib0275].

In the same evolutionary time frame as this IRF expansion, also the ancestral intron-containing IFNα genes with corresponding IFNαR, ancestral type II IFN and receptor, and ISGs were introduced [@bib0280]. Although the common ancestor of fish and tetrapods introduced a comprehensive IFN system in both evolutionary lines, the IFN system continued to evolve rapidly in both fish and tetrapods after their split-off [@bib0280], [@bib0285]. While fish have maintained ancestral IFN genes containing introns, amniote (*e.g.* avian and mammalian) IFNs lost their introns and in addition developed a type III pathogen-inducible, antimicrobial IFNλ system [@bib0280]. Despite the knowledge of the chicken ISG repertoire being limited, published work on the OAS and IFITM families of ISGs have indicated these ISGs groups are more developed and abundant in mammals than in avian species [@bib0290], [@bib0295].

Similarly, cytokine receptors have evolved rapidly and divergently in fish and amniotes [@bib0300]. One of the hallmarks has been the formation of an IFNαR, IFNγR/IL10R gene cluster downstream of the GART gene on chromosome 21, already present in chicken, but further developed to form a synteny group in mammals. Additionally, the IFNα/β genes have been under heavy selection pressure, while also additional type I IFNs (such as IFNδ, IFNɛ, IFNτ and IFNω) with both immune and non-immune functions arose in mammals [@bib0280], [@bib0305]. This, together with the increasing experimental evidence linking TRIM function to the IFN-I system has led to the hypothesis that TRIMs may have evolved as a component of the innate IFN response.

Importantly, all jawed vertebrates have a similar set of adaptive immune traits, which also diversified, expanded and evolved after the split-off from jawless vertebrates [@bib0270], [@bib0280]. Thus the introduction of key adaptive components, such as T and B cell receptors, immunoglobulins, MHC and Rag genes also evolved in a similar evolutionary time frame as the TRIM family [@bib0270]. The fact that these systems show paralleled evolution may indicate that the TRIM family expanded to regulate the increasingly complex immune system, perhaps both indirectly at the level of innate cytokine expression involved in coordinating the adaptive responses, as well as directly in T and B cells.

So far, most evidence indicates roles for TRIM proteins in the innate compartment. However, since uncontrolled innate immune activation also affects adaptive immune activation, the possibility remains that the TRIM family expanded to control the innate immune compartment in the face of the arising adaptive system. Additionally, the co-expansion of the TRIM family and adaptive immune mechanism indicates that certain TRIMs may have direct roles in adaptive immunity. So far there is little experimental evidence linking TRIM function to the adaptive immune system, although fifteen TRIMs are highly expressed in T and/or B cells ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"} ). In fact, a subset of TRIMs has been previously shown to be highly expressed in CD4 T cells with immune-modulatory roles such as T~h~2 and IL10-T~reg~ cells as compared to MΦ and DCs [@bib0130]. Thus far, only a specific function has been described for TRIM27 in negative regulation of Ca^2+^ influx and cytokine production during TCR engagement by targeting phosphatidylinositol 3 kinase C2β (PI3KC2β) for K48-mediated proteasomal degradation [@bib0310], and TRIM28 which in CD4 T cells by yet unknown mechanisms regulates IL2 production and cell proliferation upon TCR engagement [@bib0315]. Future studies on TRIMs in adaptive immune cells are needed to further elucidate the roles of other TRIMs in lymphoid cells.Fig. 4Cell-type restricted TRIM mRNA expression. The mouse MOE430 dataset (GRCMA normalized) was analyzed using BioGPS.org. TRIMs expressed \>3 times the mean in the selected immune cell types (compared to all other cell types tested) are plotted.

All amniotes have roughly the same immune system in terms of cell types and immune-relevant organs, which would not explain a secondary expansion of the TRIM family from ∼30 to 40 TRIM genes in chicken to \>60 in mammals. However, despite a similar overall structure, still many differences exist between avian and mammalian immune system. A detailed comparison is hindered by relatively limited functional knowledge on the avian side, however, it is clear that several important differences between the avian and mammalian immune system exist. These differences may have functional significance; for example, studies have shown that avian strains of influenza viruses encode for non-structural-1 (NS1) proteins that are more efficient in binding and inhibiting TRIM25-mediated IFN induction in chickens than human influenza virus strains, suggesting species-specific adaptation [@bib0320].

Taken together, these observations contribute to the notion that the number of TRIM genes developed rapidly in recent evolution with compelling parallels to innate and adaptive immune expansion and development. Importantly, recent analysis identified several novel TRIM genes exclusively found in humans, chimpanzees, gorillas and bonobos [@bib0325]. This indicates that even differences exist in the TRIM repertoire of these primates and other higher mammals with highly similar immune systems, suggesting that these TRIMs are under specific selection pressures such as from specific pathogens, rather than being only immune regulators. Nevertheless, in recent years many TRIM proteins have been reported to have immune regulatory activities as discussed below, supporting the notion that the TRIM family as a whole may have expanded in evolution to provide a means to fine-tune cell signaling of the immune response.

5. TRIM spatial regulation and cell-type specific expression {#sec0025}
============================================================

Different TRIMs have been reported to localize to various sub-cellular compartments, some of which are relocalized upon infection, suggesting that their activation or function may be spatially controlled [@bib0140], [@bib0225]. Upon exogenous expression, many TRIMs form cytoplasmic bodies, which do not co-localize with sub-cellular markers for most-common organelles [@bib0225]. Recent work on TRIM6, which also facilitates the formation of these cytoplasmic structures, showed that unanchored poly-ubiquitin synthesized by TRIM6 is crucial for the formation of these TRIM-ubiquitin bodies (TUB) and their role in immune signaling [@bib0070]. It is tempting to speculate that these TUBs may be structures providing a sub-cellular scaffolding platform to recruit and confine TRIMs and their targets, although more studies are needed to investigate the general nature of this finding.

It is important to note that the large TRIM6 TUBs found by exogenous expression are smaller and less well-defined in the endogenous setting [@bib0070], indicating that the levels of expression may affect the size and shape of these structures. Future work is needed to determine the existence and relevance of these cytoplasmic ubiquitin-containing bodies formed by other TRIMs. In addition to ubiquitin as a component of TRIM-cytoplasmic bodies, quantitative proteomics analysis of TRIM32 interactors, identified 14-3-3 proteins as potential regulators of the TRIM32 oligomeric state and its sub-cellular localization [@bib0330]. Hence, TRIM-body formation and disassembly may be regulated in a 14-3-3-dependent manner, although again the general nature of this requires further investigation.

Expression profiling has indicated that virtually all cell types express mRNA for multiple TRIMs, yet the TRIM repertoire can vary considerably per cell type. Analysis of mouse TRIM expression indicated that nearly half of all TRIMs is expressed in a relatively cell-type or tissue-specific manner (MOE430 dataset, GRCMA normalized; analyzed using BioGPS.org), with above three times mean expression of TRIM mRNA in various key myeloid and lymphoid immune cell types ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, different subset of TRIMs was also shown to be differentially expressed in plasmacytoid DCs (pDC) and in CD4 T cells whereas a different subset was induced in MΦs and DCs by TLR stimulation and virus infection in a IFN-I dependent manner [@bib0110]. These preferential expression patterns add to the notion that TRIMs may have evolved as immune regulators and play important regulatory roles in these immune cells. However, it also indicates that the cell-regulatory roles of individual TRIMs may be highly cell-type specific and thus future investigation using specific primary cell types and cell-type specific knock-out approaches.

6. The IFN system {#sec0030}
=================

Arguably the most critical innate control axes for anti-viral control are the type I (IFN-I; IFNα/β) and type III (IFNλ) interferon cytokine systems. IFN-I is produced by virtually all nucleated cell types [@bib0020]. In the face of viral infection, IFN-I production is critical to limit viral spread. Mice lacking key components of these systems succumb to infection with otherwise sub-lethal virus doses as they are unable to limited viral replication until the adaptive immune system has been mounted, which is often essential for viral clearance [@bib0335].

It should be noted that for bacterial infections the effects of IFN-I can vary from beneficial to detrimental to the host, depending on bacterial species and strain [@bib0340], [@bib0345]. The IFN-I system is also critical for shaping other parts of the innate and adaptive immune branches [@bib0010], whereas pro-longed or aberrant IFN-I production contributes to auto-immune reactions [@bib0030].

Similar to IFN-I, type III IFN plays a major role in antiviral control. This cytokine is also expressed by most cell types upon stimulation, yet expression of its receptor (IFN-λR1/IL10R2) is restricted to epithelial tissues [@bib0350]. Despite having a different receptor from IFN-I, IFN-III JAK-STAT signaling down-stream of its receptor is virtually the same as for IFN-I [@bib0350]. In contrast to IFN-I and IFN-III during viral infections, type II IFN (IFNγ) is in general considered more critical for the control of bacterial infections. This cytokine is predominantly secreted by T helper 1 (T~h~1) and NK cells during infection, and activates mechanisms in macrophages critical for anti-bacterial immunity against phagocytosed bacteria. The induction of the phagosome NADPH-oxidase complex which synthesizes reactive oxygen species (ROS) and inducible nitric oxide synthetase (iNOS) are main effector functions by which IFNγ confers anti-bacterial infection[@bib0355], which is underpinned by the fact that individuals with mutations in these systems are hyper-susceptible to bacterial infections [@bib0360].

7. TRIM-mediated regulation of cytokine induction and signaling {#sec0035}
===============================================================

Signaling associated with IFN-I induction and response follows a common strategy similar to other major innate immune cytokine induction and signaling pathways [@bib0020]. Pathogen sensing occurs when pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) contained in microbial products are recognized by pattern recognition receptors (PRR), leading to the recruitment of adaptor proteins, such as TIR-domain-containing adapter-inducing IFN (TRIF), Myeloid differentiation primary response gene 88 (MyD88) and TNF receptor associated factors (TRAF), or MAVS in the mitochondria. Subsequently, multiple kinases are activated resulting in phosphorylation of transcription factors which in turn translocate to the nucleus and drive pro-inflammatory cytokine and/or IFN expression [@bib0020]. TRIMs have been shown to be involved in any one of these signaling steps in several different cytokine pathways.

Since by far most TRIMs currently reported to facilitate immune regulation have been associated with IFN-I and inflammasome signaling, these two axes will be further discussed below. We will discuss here a subset of these TRIMs to highlight commonalities, unique features, or experimental evidence. For completion, a summary of all reported immune-regulating TRIMs and their proposed targets has been included (Table S1).

Supplementary material related to this article can be found, in the online version, at [http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cytogfr.2014.08.001](10.1016/j.cytogfr.2014.08.001){#intr0005}.

7.1. TRIMs as receptors in immune signaling {#sec0040}
-------------------------------------------

Cells can sense invading microbes by different PRRs, including Toll-like receptors (TLR), C-type lectin receptors (CLR), RIG-I-like receptors (RLR) or, NOD-like receptors (NLR). All of these PRRs recognize molecular patterns either not present in healthy cells, or separated by sub-cellular compartmentalization. So far, most immune regulatory TRIM proteins have been associated with regulating immune signaling. However, in recent years two TRIMs have been proposed to facilitate pathogen recognition either directly or in an immune receptor capacity.

Firstly, recent work showed that TRIM5 induces NFκB activation by synthesis of K63 Ub chains which non-covalently associate with the TAK1-containing kinase complex ([Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}a) [@bib0065]. Infection experiments using retroviruses with differential TRIM5 binding affinities, and *in vitro* assays with oxidized cylinders of viral capsid, indicated that TRIM5 recognizes the oligomeric retroviral capsid lattice through its PRY-SPRY domain. This in turn triggers the synthesis of unanchored K63 ubiquitin chains which activate the NFκB pathway and pro-inflammatory cytokine response through the TAB/TAK kinase complex [@bib0065]. By these means TRIM5 has been proposed to directly act as a pattern recognition receptor.Fig. 5Overview of all TRIM proteins reported to date to modulate (a) IFN-I induction, (b) IFN-I signaling, and (c) inflammasome activity. TRIMs enhancing the activity/function of the indicated proteins are indicated in green, whereas negative regulators are orange. Pathogen-recognition receptors are indicated in purple; signaling molecules are in blue.

Additionally, TRIM21 has been recognized to have the properties of a cytoplasmic Fc receptor [@bib0365], by interacting through its SPRY domain with the Fc region of antibody-opsonized non-enveloped viruses and bacteria [@bib0370], [@bib0375]. Although the exact molecular mechanism remains elusive, adenovirus infection in *Trim21* ^*−/−*^ mice and MEFs demonstrated that TRIM21 is critical for the anti-microbial response against opsonized pathogens and subsequent pro-inflammatory and IFN-I cytokine induction. Together, these hallmark studies provided the first experimental data to the long-standing speculation that some TRIMs could directly act as receptors, bridging pathogen recognition to the induction of cell signaling. An important question remains whether this feature is exclusive to TRIM5 and TRIM21, or whether other PRY-SPRY domain containing TRIMs can also function as cytoplasmic receptors.

7.2. TRIMs regulating PRR activation {#sec0045}
------------------------------------

Even though TRIM5 and TRIM21 have been reported to directly act as receptors, a much larger number of TRIMs has been shown to regulate the activity of PRRs, especially in the context of viral infection. In actively infected cells, viral replication products are sensed by cytoplasmic sensors. RIG-I and the closely related MDA-5 are activated by 5′-triphosphate RNA (5′ppp-RNA) and longer double-strand RNA (dsRNA) molecules, respectively [@bib0380], [@bib0385], [@bib0390], [@bib0395], [@bib0400]. Both of these PAMPs are common products synthesized by viruses during infection.

RIG-I and MDA-5 contain each two CARD domains, which need to become exposed and homo-oligomerize for activation and assembly into a signaling complex with the CARD domains of the mitochondria-anchored adaptor protein MAVS [@bib0405], [@bib0410]. RNA-binding is insufficient for CARD oligomerization and activation of RIG-I and MDA-5 [@bib0415], [@bib0420]; RIG-I requires K63-linked poly-ubiquitin chains for oligomerization, activation, subsequent MAVS association and signal transduction [@bib0415]. Oligomerization of the CARD domains of MDA-5 was reported to be exclusively through filament formation on long dsRNA in structural studies [@bib0420], whereas in contrast biochemical approaches identified a ubiquitin-dependent oligomerization of MDA-5 similar to RIG-I [@bib0425].

TRIM25 was one of the first proteins to be recognized as a key regulator of RIG-I and has been the subject of intense investigation in recent years ([Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}a). Studies using MEFs from *Trim25* ^*−/−*^ mice and reconstituted *in vitro* assays have shown that TRIM25 mediates K63-linked poly-ubiquitination required for RIG-I activation [@bib0075], [@bib0380]. However, controversy has remained whether these K63 ubiquitin chains are covalently anchored to RIG-I or not.

A recent crystal structure of RIG-I in complex with K63 poly-ubiquitin indicated that both chain types are feasible for activation [@bib0415], yet further study will be required to determine which is the most prominent activating oligomer in cells and mice *in vivo*. It should be noted that although the relevance of TRIM25 in RIG-I activation has been well established in cells, experiments in *Trim25* ^*−/−*^ mice to address its relevance for immune signaling have not been performed to our knowledge. Hence, the main cell types in which TRIM25 plays a biologically relevant role during infections *in vivo* remains to be determined. This is particularly important since the main E3 ligase for RIG-I activation could be redundant or differ per cell type, the notion of which is underpinned by the fact that other E3 ligases -- such as Riplet and TRIM4 -- have been found to associate with RIG-I, synthesize K63 poly-ubiquitin and under experimental conditions mediate its activation [@bib0430], [@bib0435].

In addition to RNA recognition, dsDNA during virus infections can be sensed by cytoplasmic sensors such as AIM2 and DDX41 [@bib0440], [@bib0445]. DDX41 activation triggers IFNβ induction, whereas the dsDNA sensor AIM2 is dispensable for IFNβ induction and predominantly activates the inflammasome resulting in pro-inflammatory IL1β production [@bib0440]. In addition, DDX41 senses cyclic di-nucleotides during intra-cellular bacterial infections [@bib0450].

A recent study identified TRIM21 as a negative regulator of DDX41 activity ([Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}a) [@bib0455]. Using *Trim21* ^*−/−*^ mice and their bone marrow-derived DCs, the authors demonstrated that TRIM21 ablation resulted in ∼1 log lower DNA virus titers during infection as the result of increased IFN-I and pro-inflammatory cytokine expression. Mechanistically, TRIM21 binds DDX41 through its PRY-SPRY domain thereby mediating K48 poly-ubiquitination of DDX41 and its subsequent degradation under resting conditions. K48 ubiquitination of DDX41 was almost completely abolished in *Trim21* ^*−/−*^ bone marrow-derived DCs, indicating that it is the predominant E3 ligase for DDX41 degradation in these cells. Similar to DDX41, the cytoplasmic sensor for the PAMP muramyl dipeptide, NOD2, has also been reported to be negatively regulated by K48 ubiquitination and proteasomal degradation. In that case, TRIM27 is the responsible E3 enzyme which also mediates target recognition by its PRY-SPRY domain [@bib0460].

Together these studies show that TRIMs are important factors in both the positive and negative regulation of PRR activity. It remains to be seen if other TRIMs play redundant roles in this type of regulation. In addition, future studies will also need to address the mechanisms by which these TRIMs are themselves activated during PAMP recognition by PRRs.

7.3. TRIMs regulating immune adaptor molecules {#sec0050}
----------------------------------------------

After activation of cytoplasmic PRRs such as RIG-I and MDA5, various proteins are recruited into signaling complexes on the mitochondria-associated MAVS protein, which transduces the signal by mediating the activation of TBK1 and/or IKKɛ kinases. Subsequently, these kinases phosphorylate the transcription factors IRF3 and IRF7, which mediates their nuclear translocation and subsequent IFNβ transcription. A number of TRIMs has been reported to act at the level of these immune adaptor molecules.

TRIM14 is a sub-group IV, PRY-SPRY containing protein, which lacks a RING domain. This TRIM member has been reported as a positive regulator of the MAVS-induced IRF3- and NFκB-regulated pathways [@bib0220]. Co-localization studies indicated that TRIM14 increasingly co-localized with MAVS on mitochondria upon IFNβ induction by SeV infection. Expression studies using TRIM14 BBox point mutants identified three closely located residues in this domain essential for mitochondrial localization and IRF3-dependent reporter activation [@bib0220]. Additionally, the PRY-SPRY domain was found to be essential for MAVS interaction. While this RINGless TRIM was not reported to mediate E3 ligase activity, its own K63 poly-ubiquitination has been reported to be essential for NEMO recruitment and signal transduction.

Similar to TRIM14, sub-group V TRIM44 has been shown to interact with MAVS through its BBox, and enhance SeV-induced reporter activation in the HEK-293T cell line in over-expression and knockdown experiments [@bib0465]. Although the mechanism of positive regulation will need further investigation, the data indicated that TRIM44 may reduce K48 poly-ubiquitination of MAVS, thereby enhancing its stability.

In two TRIM-family-wide studies TRIM15 was identified as a positive regulator of the IRF3 and AP1-mediated pathways, but not NFκB [@bib0135], [@bib0140]. Although the molecular mechanism of signal transduction regulation remains to be determined, knockdown in primary mouse PBMC MΦ and stimulation in cell lines with various expression constructs, supported a positively regulatory role for TRIM15 at the level of the MAVS adapter requiring its PRY-SPRY domain [@bib0135]. Interestingly, TRIM15 knockdown specifically affected IRF3-mediated, but not NFκB-mediated transcription while MAVS signaling controls both [@bib0135], indicating that additional factors may be at play to skew cell signaling to specific pathways as has been suggested for other TRIMs [@bib0140].

The dsDNA sensor DDX41 also activates TBK1 and subsequent IFNβ induction through the ER-associated adaptor molecule STING[@bib0445]. Both TRIM32 and TRIM56 have been reported to positively regulate STING-mediated cell signaling [@bib0470], [@bib0475]. Despite these TRIMs belonging to two quite different sub-groups hallmarked by NHL domains in their C-terminus (TRIM32) or no recognized conserved C-terminal domains (TRIM56), overexpression and knockdown studies in cell lines indicated that both TRIMs enhance STING activation by K63 ubiquitination, albeit at different lysine residues [@bib0470], [@bib0475], indicating that different TRIMs may indeed play redundant regulatory roles by different molecular mechanisms.

TLRs rely on members of the TRAF family of E3 ubiquitin ligases to bridge receptor activation with down-stream cell signaling [@bib0480]. In the case of TRAF6, which is recruited by MyD88 to TLR4, K63 poly-ubiquitin synthesized by TRAF6 activates its down-stream kinase complex containing TAK1/TAB2/TAB3 [@bib0485]. TRIM38 was shown to interact with TRAF6 through its PRY-SPRY domain, thereby negatively regulating TRAF6 function by facilitating TRAF6 K48 poly-ubiquitination and degradation [@bib0490]. Consistent with this notion, knockdown in primary peritoneal MΦs increased pro-inflammatory cytokine expression, whereas this was reduced by over-expression. This indicates that TRIMs can also regulate the activity of other non-TRIM ubiquitin ligases in these signaling pathways. Importantly, the fact that TRIMs may form cellular complexes with other ubiquitin ligases could complicate the interpretation of some experiments, as it would be difficult to differentiate which E3-ligase is responsible for modifying the target protein.

7.4. TRIMs regulating the kinase layers {#sec0055}
---------------------------------------

The kinase complex downstream of TRAF6 containing TAK1/TAB2/TAB3 in turn activates a hetero-trimeric kinase complex consisting of IKKα, IKKβ and NEMO (aka IKKγ), resulting in phosphorylation and subsequent ubiquitin-dependent degradation of IκBα, the inhibitor of NFκB. This releases NFκB, which translocates to the nucleus and enhances IFNβ expression, as well as pro-inflammatory cytokine production. Various steps of the NFκB and IRF activation pathways have been demonstrated to be heavily controlled by ubiquitin at the kinase level [@bib0040], [@bib0495].

As described above, in human cells TRIM5 has been identified as a major regulator of the TAB/TAK kinase complex by mediating K63 poly-ubiquitin chain synthesis [@bib0065]. However, the relevance of TRIM5-mediated signaling has never been addressed *in vivo*, with the main reason being that mice lack a TRIM5 gene. Mice do however express the highly homologous mouse-specific TRIM30α. Interestingly, studies using *in vivo* siRNA-mediated knockdown and transgenic mice overexpressing TRIM30 have demonstrated an opposite function for TRIM30 as a negative regulator of the TAB2/TAB3 complex compared to human TRIM5 [@bib0065], [@bib0500]. TRIM30 is predominantly expressed in mouse lymphoid tissues in *e.g.* MΦ and pDCs [@bib0130]. In bone-marrow DCs it is only detectable after stimulation of TLR-signaling [@bib0500]. Expression studies demonstrated that TRIM30 interacts with TAB2 and TAB3 and mediated their degradation in a ubiquitin-dependent manner by targeting the kinases for lysosomal degradation [@bib0500].

In addition to a role for TRIM30 in DCs, NFκB activation was attenuated in CD4 T cells of *Trim30* ^*−/−*^ mice upon T cell receptor engagement, resulting in reduced expression of the pro-survival cytokine IL2 [@bib0505]. In contrast to what would be expected from reduced IL2 production, CD4 T cell proliferation was elevated in the knockout mice, suggesting that TRIM30 may regulate both cytokine expression and proliferation independently.

NAP1 is a TBK1-adaptor protein required for TBK1/IKKɛ kinase complex assembly and their ultimate phosphorylation of IRF3/7 [@bib0510]. TRIM38 has been shown to negatively regulate NAP1 levels in primary mouse peritoneal MΦs by mediating NAP1 K48 poly-ubiquitination and its subsequent proteasomal degradation [@bib0515]. In agreement with this, knockdown of TRIM38 in mice and peritoneal MΦs attenuated LPS-induced IFNβ expression and control of VSV infection [@bib0515]. A ubiquitin-dependent negative regulating function for TRIM38 was also described by another group, although the molecular target and means of inhibition differed from the one described above in peritoneal MΦs [@bib0520]. In contrast, over-expression and knockdown of TRIM38 in non-immune cell lines favored a model in which TRIM38 recruits TAB2 to lysosomes through its PRY-SPRY domain, and ubiquitinates it, thereby targeting it for lysosomal degradation [@bib0520]. Future studies using conditional knockout mice will need to be performed to address the cell-type specific relevance of TRIM38 in cytokine regulation and the molecular mechanism employed.

Our recent work indicates that TRIM6 is also a critical component of IFN production but not NFκB-dependent pro-inflammatory cytokines in primary human DCs upon TLR4 stimulation, as well as in the human epithelial cell line A549 upon influenza, EMCV and Sendai virus infection [@bib0070]. These data together with overexpression studies suggested that TRIM6 might act at the level of the IKKɛ/TBK1 kinases or the transcription factors IRF3/IRF7. Interestingly, knockdown of TRIM6 *in vivo* in mice and subsequent infection with influenza virus did not show differences in IFN production suggesting that TRIM6 may have different functions in human and mouse species or there might be tissue/cell type-specific differences in TRIM6 function [@bib0070].

Lastly, TRIM23 has been reported to ubiquitinate and thereby positively regulate NEMO [@bib0525]. In agreement with this, TRIM23 knockdown MEFs were about 10-fold more susceptible to VSV infection. What makes this particular TRIM worth mentioning is that it is the only group IX TRIM in the family and is characterized by a C-terminal ARF domain. It is this domain which was found to interact with the N-terminal coiled-coil 1 and C-terminal leucine-zipper in NEMO. A second interesting aspect is that the authors found that NEMO is ubiquitinated by TRIM23 on five lysine residues, exclusively by the non-canonical K27-linked poly-Ub chains [@bib0525], which is the only instance of TRIM-mediated K27 ubiquitination reported thus far.

Similar to the IFNβ induction pathway, IFN signaling follows a cell signaling structure with a central kinase activation level ([Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}b). Upon secretion from activated cells, IFNβ and IFNα bind and signal through the same IFNαR, resulting in the upregulation of several hundreds of IFN-stimulated genes (ISG). Upon binding of the IFN-I to the IFNαR, the receptor-associated kinases JAK1 and TYK2 phosphorylate the key transcription factors STAT1 at residue Y701 and STAT2 at Y690. Subsequently, STAT1 hetero-trimerizes with STAT2 and IRF9 into the ISGF3 complex. This complex translocates to the nucleus and drives ISG expression [@bib0530]. In parallel, the kinase IKKɛ is activated and phosphorylates a secondary residue, S708, on STAT1 [@bib0535].

In contrast to IFNβ, IFNγ engages its own receptor, which results in the activation of the IFNγR-associated JAK1 and JAK2 kinases, subsequent phosphorylation of STAT1 at Y701, STAT1 homo-dimerization and nuclear translocation. STAT1 homo-dimers associate with gamma-associated sequences (GAS) and drive the transcription of IFNγ-stimulated genes. IKKɛ-mediated STAT1 S708 phosphorylation is thought to prevent STAT1 homo-dimerization, but not STAT1-STAT2 hetero-dimerization, thereby skewing cell signaling toward ISRE-driven transcription by IFN-I [@bib0535], [@bib0540]. Moreover, S708 phosphorylation favors the transcription of a specific subset of antiviral ISGs, possibly by altering ISGF3 conformation and increasing the affinity for certain IFN-stimulated response elements (ISRE).

Recently, our labs demonstrated TRIM6 as a key regulator in IKKɛ activation and STAT1-mediated ISG induction using *in vivo* knock-down in mice, primary human DCs and *in vitro* assays [@bib0070]. Using these approaches combined with the deubiquitinating enzyme IsoT, which specifically degrades unanchored poly-ubiquitin chains by recognizing their exposed C-terminal motif, our work identified TRIM6 to activate IKKɛ by mediating the synthesis of unanchored K48-linked poly-Ub chains ([Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}b). Although covalently attached K48 poly-Ub had been exclusively reported as mediators for proteasomal degradation, these data indicated that their unanchored variety could have the opposite function and mediate kinase multimerization and activation. In addition, this study also provided evidence that unanchored poly-ubiquitin chains are formed *in vivo* and play an important physiological activating role in antiviral immunity. The question whether these findings are unique to TRIM6 and IKKɛ or are in fact relevant in other cell biological systems is of great interest and will need further future study.

7.5. TRIMs regulating the transcriptional layer {#sec0060}
-----------------------------------------------

A general feature of cytokine induction pathways is the phosphorylation and subsequent translocation of transcription factors into the nucleus, which drive cytokine production. In the case of IFN-I induction, the TBK1/IKKɛ kinases phosphorylate the transcription factor IRF3 which translocates to the nucleus to drive IFNβ mRNA transcription. Moreover, the IKKα/β-NEMO kinase complex mediates the phosphorylation and subsequent degradation of IκBα, thereby releasing its inhibition of NFκB and allowing it to translocate to the nucleus and enhance IFNβ transcription.

In addition to the proposed role of TRIM21 as an Ig-receptor, several studies have implicated TRIM21 in cytokine induction. However, several groups have reported conflicting data, which has made it difficult to interpret what the relevance of TRIM21 for cytokine responses is in tissue culture and *in vivo*. Cell culture-based studies have identified TRIM21 as both a positive regulator of IRF3 and thus IFNβ induction by binding to PIN1 through its PRY-SPRY domain and thereby preventing subsequent IRF3 K48 poly-ubiquitination and degradation [@bib0545]. In contrast, other groups reported negative regulatory functions for TRIM21 by IRF3 and IRF7 K48 poly-ubiquitination and degradation in cell lines and mouse bone-marrow derived MΦs [@bib0550], [@bib0555].

To clarify this discrepancy and shed further light on possible differential regulation by TRIM21 during different stimuli, TRIM21 knockout mice were generated by two different groups, which yielded contradictory results. On the one hand, *Trim21* ^*−/−*^ mice were reported to develop systemic auto-immune symptoms upon ear puncture with a highly inflammatory T~h~17 cytokine signature, which was reversed by crossing of these mice to an IL23/p19 deficient background [@bib0560]. On the other hand, other groups found that *TRIM21* ^*−/−*^ mice did not have any signs of auto-inflammatory disease, even upon ear puncture [@bib0565], [@bib0570]. While *Trim21* ^*−/−*^ MEFs derived from these mice did have an elevated pro-inflammatory cytokine signature, these responses were indistinguishable in wt and *Trim21* ^*−/−*^ bone marrow-derived DCs and MΦs [@bib0570]. In line with this finding that perhaps TRIM21 only affects cytokine induction in certain cell types like fibroblasts, cytokine induction in the brains of adenovirus infected *Trim21* ^*−/−*^ mice was similar to wt counterparts [@bib0375]. Although differences in animal housing and pathogen exposure could account for the phenotypic differences found in these studies, it has been suggested that the strategies used to make the knockout mice in these studies differed and some of the T~h~17-axis inflammatory phenotype could be due to the synthesis of a truncated TRIM21 form lacking its C-terminal half [@bib0560], [@bib0565].

7.6. TRIMs regulating inflammasomes {#sec0065}
-----------------------------------

Innate myeloid cells also express components of an oligomeric complex known as the inflammasome [@bib0575]. While TLR engagement and subsequent NFκB activation mediates the synthesis of an unprocessed pro-IL1β cytokine, a secondary step controlled by the inflammasome is required for cleavage into active, pro-inflammatory IL1β. The composition of the inflammasome oligomer varies depending on the stimuli activating the cell, yet ultimately results in Caspase1 activation, and subsequent cleavage and activation of pro-IL1β. Mature IL1β in turn has pro-inflammatory effects on other cells including induction of other cytokines and promotes a form of anti-microbial response-associated programmed cell death known as pyroptosis [@bib0580].

The three best characterized inflammasome complexes include NLRP1 (recognizes bacterial muramyl dipeptide), NLRP3 (recognizes *e.g.* asbestos, alum, uric acid), and AIM2 with its adaptor ASC (recognizes dsDNA) components. So far, three TRIMs have been found to be involved in inflammasome regulation: TRIM16, TRIM20 and mouse-specific TRIM30α ([Figure 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}c). Their biological relevance is underpinned by the fact that mutations in the human TRIMs have been associated with auto-immune pathologies [@bib0035].

Elevated expression of TRIM30 in transgenic mice limited IL1β production and neutrophil influx upon mono-sodium-urate stimulation in a NLRP3 peritonitis model [@bib0585]. Similarly, overexpression of TRIM30 in bone-marrow MΦs, attenuated inflammasome activation. Mechanistically, this was dependent on reactive oxygen species (ROS) production, which in TRIM30 knockdown MΦs was linked to an increase in Caspase 1 activity and production of mature IL1β [@bib0585].

Human TRIM20 is a group IV TRIM without RING domain and is predominantly expressed by myeloid cells. Mutations in TRIM20 have been linked to familial Mediterranean fever (FMF), although it has for many years not been fully understood whether a TRIM20 loss-of-function or gain-of-function was responsible for this auto-immune disease. A comparative study by Chae and co-workers has directly addressed the question as to whether FMF in mice is caused by loss- or gain of TRIM20 function [@bib0590]. In their experiments, *Trim20* ^*−/−*^ mice did not have any auto-inflammatory phenotype and were phenotypically normal, whereas knock-in mice carrying TRIM20 PRY-SPRY mutations found in human FMF patients developed spontaneous inflammatory disease, which cross-ins with *Il1br* ^*−/−*^ or *Asc* ^*−/−*^ mice revealed was completely ASC and IL1β dependent [@bib0590]. Hence, these findings suggest that FMF may be driven by a gain-of-TRIM20 function rather than a loss-of-TRIM20 function.

In contrast, another group who generated an independent true *Trim20 null* mouse, reported increased IL1β production in MΦs from these animals [@bib0595]. Although the discrepancy between these findings will need further investigation, the differences could be related to the different genotypes of the exon1-2 knockout [@bib0590] *versus* complete *null* [@bib0595], and the potential expression of truncated peptides. However, it is also important to note that in contrast to human TRIM20, the mouse TRIM20 protein lacks an intact PRY-SPRY domain in which mutations have been found in human FMF patients [@bib0600]. This could partially explain functional differences between human and mouse TRIM20, since the SPRY domain is important for the interaction of human TRIM20 with Caspase 1 [@bib0605].

Studies into the roles of the PYRIN and PRY-SPRY domains in TRIM20 indicated that both may contribute to the observed phenotypes in mice. The PRY-SPRY domain has been reported to negatively regulate the inflammasome and IL1β expression, whereas this is lost in PRY-SPRY point mutants found in FMF patients [@bib0605]. In contrast the PYRIN domain has been reported to be cleaved off by Caspase 1 and mediate NFκB activation [@bib0605]. In line with this notion, MΦs from mice only expressing an intact PYRIN domains of TRIM20 has increased LPS-induced Caspase1 activation and IL1β production, yet reduced apoptosis [@bib0610]. Together, these studies highlight the complexity of TRIM function, which varies depending of the species, the cell types and the transcript variants/isoforms expressed.

8. Concluding remarks {#sec0070}
=====================

Taken together, the studies discussed in this review add to the growing body of work supporting the notion that many TRIM family members are critical immune regulatory proteins [@bib0135], [@bib0140]. However, what these studies also emphasize is that the manner in which different TRIMs regulate the immune response is complex. The same TRIMs may have different, multiple or even opposite functions in different signaling pathways and some functions may be species-specific and cell type-specific. Although some studies have focused on the biological relevance of individual TRIM proteins in these primary cell types, the majority of studies have been in cell lines and/or non-immune cells. Hence, an important future effort will lay in addressing the relevance and molecular mechanism of these TRIMs in the regulation of immune signaling in primary cells and *in vivo*. The identification and study of biological relevance of individual TRIMs in the correct cell type is likely to be especially important considering the restricted expression of many ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}). Even in mouse studies using different *Trim21* knockout alleles, discrepancies in inflammatory phenotypes have been reported, which stresses the importance of generating mice with *null* mutations or carefully analyzing the expression of the protein expressed from the targeted gene using antibodies which could recognize truncated peptides expressed from exons not targeted in the mouse.

For about a third of all TRIMs mRNA splice variants have been identified which encode proteins lacking at least one of the conserved domains [@bib0140]. This complicating factor in addressing the biological roles of individual TRIMs has -- with the exception of TRIM19 -- remained practically unstudied. At least seven TRIM19 isoforms have been recognized, which all have reported different functions [@bib0615]. Investigation of the individual isoforms revealed that only isoforms 4 of TRIM19 (TRIM19-IV) can enhance IRF3 stability and signaling by targeting its negative regulator PIN1 for proteasomal degradation [@bib0620].

Another complicating factor in the future generation of TRIM knockout animals may be the fact that many TRIMs have been reported to have functions in cell differentiation, apoptosis and many TRIMs has been linked to development and progression of many cancers [@bib0625]. Although many of the cancer-associated TRIMs have been shown to modulate specific cell cycle regulators, it is interesting to note that NFκB-mediated cell regulation and the ubiquitin-proteasome system are two of the three central molecular systems involved in the formation and progression of cancer [@bib0630], [@bib0635]. Since TRIMs as immune regulatory E3 ligases have been heavily associated with both of these systems, it could be possible that for some cancer-associated TRIMs there is a link to their immune regulatory functions. Furthermore, it emphasizes that their physiological role may only be addressed by generating conditional knockout mice or selective gene targeting approaches to study their roles *in vivo*.

To address this issue TRIM knockout mice or transgenic mice harboring point mutations in TRIMs could be generated by specifically abolishing the interaction with identified immune regulatory molecules, while not affecting the interaction with other molecules. This will require mapping in specific cells of all major TRIM interaction partners, combined with the identification of key residues essential for TRIM interaction with its binding partners, and the generation of mice where specifically the interaction with the immune molecule of interest is disrupted. Especially in combination with conditional/cell type-specific targeting, such an approach could be very powerful to delineate the biological role of TRIMs for the immune response *in vivo* with much more resolution and less interference from potentially affecting more than one role of a multi-functional protein.

Furthermore, cell biological dynamics of the recruitment of TRIMs, their targets, ubiquitin, and deubiquitinating enzymes remains poorly understood. The recent introduction of CRISPR/CAS9-based genome engineering has made the generation of endogenous TRIM genes with fluorescent tags or photoactivatable tags much more feasible. In combination with advanced live imaging techniques these approaches will enable studying the regulation in space and time of TRIM proteins under endogenous setting without the risk of artifacts arising from overexpression or the use of artificial cell types.

Taken together, the last decade has brought a wealth of data on immune interaction partners of TRIMs and how these interactors may be controlled by TRIM proteins in ubiquitin-dependent and independent ways. However, unraveling the dynamics of these interactions during immune activation, their roles in different cell types and protein complexes will be one of the challenges for the years to come, which will require bringing together experimental efforts from *in vitro*, cell culture and *in vivo* systems.
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